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ABSTRACT 

Query dependent ranking has become a routine task as the requirement of searching the various values of web 

database has grown. Requirement of searching electronic product, car, real estate and other products has 

emerged with the hike of internet use. Earlier approach for addressing this problem have used frequencies for 

database values, query log and user profile. A common thread in most of this approach is that ranking is done 

in a user- and/or query– independent manner. Our research has focused on user and query dependent approach 

for getting the result from various datasets. Here, a query dependent ranking model is presented where 

functionalities related to workload depends on the several ranking strategies like K-D Tree, K-Mean or K-NN 

algorithm. We demonstrate a comparative studies of result with similar queries. We defined a similarity 

formally in alternative ways to discuss the effectiveness analytically and experimentally over two district 

database. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 
Data mining is used to extract the information from any system by analysing the present in the form of 

data. In this paper author focuses on the problem of frequent pattern mining . It became a routine task, 

for searching web databases in domains such as vehicles, real estate, etc., one of the problems in this 

context is ranking the results of a user query. Earlier approaches for addressing this problem have used 

frequencies of database values, query logs, and user profiles. A common thread in most of these 

approaches is that ranking is done in a user and query independent manner. We present 

a ranking model, based on two complementary notions of user and query similarity, to derive 

a ranking function for a given user query. This function is acquired from a sparse workload comprising 

of several such ranking functions derived for various  user-query pairs. To finding a number of 

databases on the Web for airline reservations, find a car, screening properties. Usually, these databases 

are obtained by blending the query criteria in the schema attribute. If the number of results returned is 

large, in order (s), further investigation is a more useful time to view the answer, you want to select. 

Currently, by displaying the sort query results by the value of a single attribute database on the Web, to 

simplify this task, for example, price, and mileage, however, Web most users, the obtained command 

using the values of multiple attributes will be close to its expected to prefer.  

Example 1. Two users—a company executive (U1) and a student (U2), seek answers to the same query (Q1):  

―Make ¼ Honda AND Location ¼ Dallas; TX,‖ for which more than 18,000 tuples are typically returned in 

response. Intuitively, U1 would typically search for new vehicles with specific color choices (e.g., only red 

colored vehicles), and hence would prefer vehicles with ―Condition ¼ New AND Color ¼ Red‖ to be ranked 

and displayed higher than the others. In contrast, U2 would most likely search for old vehicles priced under a 

specific amount (e.g., ―Price < 5; 000$‖); hence, for U2, vehicles with ―Condition ¼ Old AND Price < 5; 000$‖ 

should be displayed before the rest. 
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Example 2. The same student user (U2) moves to Google for an internship and asks a different query (say Q4): 

―Make ¼ Pontiac AND Location ¼ Mountain View; CA.‖ We can presume (since he has procured an 

internship) that he may be willing to pay a slightly higher price for a lesser mileage vehicle (e.g., ―Mileage < 

100; 000‖), and hence would prefer vehicles with ―Condition ¼ Old AND Mileage < 100; 000‖ to be ranked 

higher than others. 
 

Example 1 illustrates that different web users may have contrasting ranking preferences toward the results of the 

same query. Example 2 emphasizes that the same user may display different ranking preferences for the results 

of different queries. Thus, it is evident that in the context of web databases, where a large set of queries given by 

varied classes of users is involved, the corresponding results should be ranked in a user- and query-dependent 

manner. 

 

Contributions . The contributions of this paper are: 

 

1. We propose a user- and query-dependent approach for ranking query results of web databases. 

2. We develop a ranking model, based on two complementary measures of query similarity and user 

similarity, to derive functions from a workload containing ranking functions for several user-query 

pairs. 

3. We present experimental results over two web databases supported by Google Base to validate our 

approach in terms of efficiency as well as quality for real-world use. 

4. We present a discussion on the approaches for acquiring/generating a workload, and propose a learning 

method for the same with experimental results. 

 

 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ARCHITECTURE: 

 
2.1 Problem Definition:  
Consider a web database table D over a set of M attributes, A ¼ fA1;A2; . . .;Am. A user Ui asks a query Qj of 

the form: SELECT * FROM D WHERE A1 ¼ a1 AND …. AND As ¼ as, where each Ai 2 A and ai is a value 

in its domain. Let Nj ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; tn be the set of result tuples for Qj, and W be a workload of ranking 

functions derived across several user query pairs (refer to Tables 1 and 2 for an example). The ranking problem 

can be stated as: ―For the query Qj given by the user Ui, determine aranking function FUiQj from W.‖ Given the 

scale of web users and the large number of queries that can be posted on D, We will not possess a function for 

every user-query pair; hence, the need for a similarity-based method to find an acceptable function (FUxQy) in 

place of the missing FUiQj. The ranking problem, thus, can be split into: 

 

1. Identifying a ranking function using the similarity model: Given W, determine a user Ux similar to Ui 

and a Query   Qy similar to Qj such that the function FUxQy exists in W. 

2. Generating a workload of ranking functions: Given a user Ux asking query Qy, based on Ux’s 

preferences toward Qi’s results, determine, explicitly or implicitly, a ranking function FUxQy .W  is 

then established as a collection of such ranking functions learned over different user-query pairs. 

 

2.2 Ranking Architecture:  
The Similarity model (shown in Fig. 1) forms the core component of our ranking framework. When the user Ui poses 

the query Qj, the query-similarity model determines the set of queries (fQj;Q1;Q2; . . .;Qp) most similar to Qj. 
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Fig. 1. Similarity model for ranking. 

The above component of ranking framework is the similarity model. The set of users ({U1, U2 ...Ur}) most 

similar to Ui, determined by the user similarity model the query similarity model determines the set of queries 

({Q1, Q2... Qk}) most similar to Qj. Using these similar queries and users, it searches the workload to identify 

the function FUxQy.  The ranking functions for several user-query pairs are formed from the workload used in 

this framework, the ranking function is of the linear weighted-sum type. The mechanism used for deriving this 

function captures the: i) significance associated by the user to each attribute i.e., an attribute-weight and ii) 

user’s emphasis on individual values of an attribute i.e., a value-weight.  

As our ranking function is of the linear weighted-sum type, it is important that the mechanism used for deriving 

this function captures the: 1) significance associated with the user to each attribute, i.e., an attribute-weight and 

2) user’s emphasis on individual values of an attribute, i.e., a value weight.  

 
 

  
 

 

These weights can then be integrated into a ranking function Fxy to assign a tuple score to every tuple t inNy 

using tuple scoreðtÞ ¼ where we represents the attribute-weight of Ai and vi represents the value-weight for 

Ai’s value in tuple t. The workload W is populated using such ranking functions. Tables 1 and 2 show two 

instances of the workload (represented in the form of a matrix of users and queries). Cell [x,y] in the workload, 

if defined, consists of the ranking function Fxy for the user-query pair Ux and Qy. 
 

 
 

3. PROPOSED WORK: 

 
3.1 Flow of Proposed work: 

• We propose a user and query dependent approach for ranking query results of Web databases. 

• Develop a ranking model based on two complementary measures of query similarity and user similarity 

and user-query pairs. 

• To present experimental results over two Web databases supported by Google Base to validate our 

approach in terms of efficiency as well as quality for real-world use. 

• The time complexity of online and offline processing will be reduced if KD-Tree for nearest neighbor 

search. 

• Will try to implement it with Euclidean distance as the metric in KNN method because it is fastest 

method. 

• Ranking will be compared for performance based on start time and end time for executing query. 

• For finding the value of K for clustering following top-K similarity can be used. 

 1. Strict top-K uses similarity. 

 2. Uses based top-K similarity. 

3. Workload based top-K used similarity. 
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Steps for flow of proposed work: 

 

 

1. Query represented by query taken from database. 

2. Filtration for testing queries. 

3. Call K-D & 2-D node class for model construction. 

4. For model selection we use KD tree.Java 

5. Combine KD-tree using step 2 and 4. 

6. Display result of KD-tree with nearest neighbour and center neighbour. 

 

 

 
3.2 Proposed Algorithm: 

 

Algorithm [1] 

 

Input: Attribute A i and its value range Web database D with the total number of tuples | D | as n and Total 

number of tables T 

Output: A query with ranking stored in an array Hr. 

  Method:  

   For each table T with n Tuples  

If 

 Ai is a categorical attribute  

 For each category aij of Ai, probe D using a query with condition ―Ai=a ij‖  

  Qr =  Kd_Tree (T,n,A i); // to rank attributes for query get its occurrence count c 

 Add an element (aij, c) into Hr 

  If Ai is a numerical value attribute with value range (a_low, a_up) 

    t = |D| / n 

  low = a_low, up = a_up 

Do 

 probe D with a query with condition ―low ≤A i < a_up  

 Qr  = KD _ Tree (T ,n , A i); 

 get its occurrence count c 

If  c ≤ t 

 Add an element (low, up, c) into Hr 

 low =a_up, up = a_up 

else 

 up = low + (up - low) / 2 

 While low < a_up 

 End For 

 End For 

 Return Hr 

 

 

Algorithm [2] 
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INPUT: Ui, Qj, Workload W (M queries, N users), Ts , Te 

OUTPUT: Ranking Fun Fxy to be used for Ui, Qj, Response time 

STEP 1: 

 Ts = calc_time ();    //Start time (current time) 

 for p = 1 to M do  

  Calculate Query Condition Similarity ( Qj, Qp ) with functional dependencies  

 end for          // Based on descending order of similarity with Qj 

    Sort(Q1, Q2, ………QM) 

    Select QK set i.e, top-K queries from the above sorted set 

STEP 2: 

 for r = 1 to N do         // User Similarity (Ut, Ur) with User profile   

 QK set 

 end for                       // Based on descending order of similarity with Ut 

 Sort (U1, U2, …..UN) to yield U set 

STEP 3: 

 for Each Qs in QK set do 

 for Each Ut in Us set do 

 Rank (Ut, Qs) = Rank (Ut £ Us set) + Rank (Qs £ QK set)  

 end for 

 Fxy = Get-Ranking Function () 

 Te =   time (); //end time (current time) 

 Response time = Te - Ts;   

 

  

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULT:  
   
     

 
 

Fig.2 Ranking Quality for models 
 
 
 
 

 
RESULTS: 
 

 This section describe the current status of implementation along with appropriate screen shot.  

 

 

 

 

1. Data analysis: 
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Fig.3 K-D Tree Datasets Sources 

 

2. Visualization: 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Visualization of K-D Tree formation. 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS: 

 
• The similarity models (user, query, and combined) and presented experimental results over two web 

databases to corroborate our analysis  

• User- and query-dependent solution for ranking query results for web databases.  

• K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) approach to learning ranking functions along this direction. 

• Experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms both the single model approach and 

the query classification based approach. 
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